A general set of boundary conditions at the interface between dissimilar fluid-filled porous matrices is established starting from an extended Hamilton-Rayleigh principle. These conditions do include inertial effects. Once linearized, they encompass boundary conditions relative to volume Darcy-Brinkman and to surface Saffman-Beavers-Joseph-Deresiewicz dissipation effects.
Introduction
Many interesting mechanical phenomena occur in porous media when the saturating fluid flows under the action of pressure and the solid matrix is deformable. Modeling these phenomena represents an important challenge for engineering sciences.
The aim of this paper is to use the principle of virtual work -when dissipative and inertial effects cannot be neglected-for deducing a set of evolution equations and coherent boundary conditions valid at a fluid-permeable interface between dissimilar fluid-filled porous matrices. The spirit of the approach adopted here for modeling porous systems is very similar to the one used to develop models for two fluid mixtures by Gavrilyuk et al. (1997 ), Gavrilyuk et al. (1998 ), Gavrilyuk and Perepechko (1998 ), Gouin and Gavrilyuk (1998 , Gavrilyuk and Gouin (1999) , Gouin (1990) . It also has some similarities with the treatment used to describe fluid saturated porous media by Dormieux and Stolz (1992) 
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Coussy and Bourbie (1984) . To frame the results presented here and to compare them with those available in the literature it is necessary to detail some of the features of the model we develop. Slightly modifying the conceptual scheme used by e.g. Dormieux et al. (1991) we conceive a kinematical description which seems suitable to model porous systems which are open with respect to the fluid constituent: i.e. systems in which the fluid can freely leave or enter the porous solid matrix through which it flows. Indeed, while we still use as a basic kinematical descriptor the solid matrix macroscopic placement field χ s we replace the fluid macroscopic placement field χ f with a macroscopic field φ s defined in the homogenized macroscopic solid reference configuration. The field φ s maps any solid material particle X s into a precise particle X f in the fluid reference configuration: it is the fluid material particle which occupies, at the given instant, the same spatial position as X s . The adjective "macroscopic" in the previous sentences is intended to remind to the reader that the model which is used here does not attempt to describe in a detailed way how the complex geometrical structure of the pores varies in the deformation process (see infra for a discussion of this point). Obviously the placement field χ f can be easily recovered as it equals
The introduced kinematical description is adapted to describe the evolution of porous systems in which the solid matrix is open to fluid filtration (as it happens in consolidation problems, see e.g. Mandel (1953 ), Cryer (1963 , Madeo (2008)). For such open systems, it is necessary to follow the placement of a solid matrix when an unknown amount of fluid, taken from a given reservoir and free to enter or leave the solid matrix, is saturating its pores and flowing through its interconnection canals.
It has to be remarked explicitly that our approach is "purely macroscopic" and "variational". The approach is purely "macroscopic" because the kinematical descriptors for the solid matrix and saturating fluid can be regarded as "averaged" placement fields obtained from corresponding "microscopic" ones (see infra). Moreover, in the scheme we use, all "microscopic" descriptors which may be relevant are assumed to be given by constitutive equations depending on the two previously introduced basic "macroscopic" placements χ s and φ s . Here, differently to what done for instance in Dormieux and Stolz (1992), we do not attempt to deduce any "macroscopic" constitutive equations from those valid at "microscopic" level. The approach is "variational" because the evolution equations for the kinematical fields are deduced by paralleling the Hamilton-Rayleigh approach. The variational approach has been successfully adapted to continuous systems in different contexts: see e.g. Seliger and Witham (1968 ), Germain (1973 ), Houlsbya, Puzrin (2002 , Sonnet et al. (2004) for (dissipative or non-
